
 

BBOOGGGGYY  

SSHHOOEE  
The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers  

Trash #326 June 2023 

Find us on  or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 

Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are approximate starting from 

Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust journey time accordingly from your location. 

DATE #NO ON ON Post Code HARES  

5th June 2023 2312 Loder Road, Brighton  Bonking Queen  

Directions: A23 south into Brighton, over mini roundabout at Carden Avenue on London Road, then 4
th

 left on Varndean Road, 

just past pedestrian crossing. Turn right at end on Surrenden Road and Loder Road is second left. Est. 5 Mins. 

12th June 2023 2313  Blacksmiths Arms, Offham BN7 3QD Knightrider 

Directions: East on A27 for 6 miles. At Ashcombe Roundabout take the 1st exit onto Brighton Rd/A277. After 1 mile turn left 

onto Nevill Rd/A275. Pub 1.5 miles on left. Est 15 mins 

19th June 2023 2314  Cuckmere Inn, Exceat Bridge BN25 4AB Black Stockings 

Directions: A27 east past Lewes. Right at Beddingham roundabout on A26 to Newhaven then left on A259 through Seaford. 

Pub is on right hand-side ½ mile outside Seaford but before crossing Exceat Bridge. Est. 25 mins. 

26th June 2023 2315  Plough Inn, Pyecombe BN45 7FN Pondweed 

Directions: A23 north. Off at first exit A273. 1st left, pub on right. Est. 10 mins. 

3rd July 2023 2316  White Horse, Ditchling BN6 8TS Anybody 

Directions: A23 north to A273. B2112 to Ditchling. Right at roundabout. Park in village car park on right. Est. 10 mins. 

Receding Hareline:  
08/07/23 Poynings St. Bernard 60

th
 birthday extra-curricular hash! ### Saturday 10am ### 

10/07/23 TBC Bouncer 

17/07/23 Cock Inn, Ringmer Pompette (Airman memorial)  

24/07/23 Fountain, Plumpton Green Gromit (Joint EGH3)  

31/07/23 Fox On the Downs, Brighton Ride-It, Baby & AnneRkey 

14/08/23 Kentish Horse, Markbeech Breaking Wind aka Britney Spears – Joint with everybody! 

 ### JANET STREET PORTER HASH FOR LOOSE WOMEN (see # 321) - Get your outfits sorted now! ### 

Hashing around Sussex: 

Rather slim pickings unless we have some kind hares who 

can help out our neighbours with a Sunday trail? 

Hastings H3 - r*ns start at 10.66am (11.06am) unless 

indicated: 04/06/23  Cancelled 

CRAP UK H3 - r*ns start at 11am unless indicated: 

04/06/23  Cancelled 

W&NK H3- r*ns start at 11am unless indicated:  

18/06/23 Cancelled due London – Brighton cycle/ 

Fathers Day 
 ononononononononononononon 

Thought for the day: Had a very disappointing Coronation 
Street Party. Not one person dressed up as Ken Barlow or 
Bet Lynch!  

 



BH7 HASH

A stile for Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton and upcoming haberhash sale
A gentle reminder to please contribute to the memorial stile for one
who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere
Dyke area, scene of r*n #1 back in June 1978. 
to Knightrider or Wildbush, or by transfer
reference of “Phil” ( Lloyds Bank : 30-67-
We are still considering the best location and 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 
Meeting, known in hash parlance as an AGPU 
Many thanks in advance. 

ononononononononononononononononon

Afternoon - I am sorting some workshops probably Lindy Hop, a social couples folk dance, possibly Morris dancing of 
some sort; or alternatively just sit around in the sun drinking playing/listening and watching the world go round.
Evening – I hope to get a caterer on site for anyone who want
and probably a session after that till late.
Sunday - get up sort yourselves out and leave.
I have sorted 6 casks of ale covering the full colour range from blond and hoppy to dirty black and wonderful. Which will be 
available on an honesty donation basis at £1 a pint. and a selection
then bring it yourself (If you don't want to be drinking out of flimsy plastics then bring a glass or tankard).
awaiting confirmation from Mark the farmer but one of his two barns in 
Presents and cards - I already have far too much stuff so no presents at all! If you must, then bring drink or food to put on the 
bar for all to share. If you want any other information then ask me, but basically 

DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by 

Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:

16-18/06/2023    Wessex H3 Summer Camp

30/6-2/7/2023 Funny French Weekend at the Ki
Gorron – cancelled due to lack of interest.

07-09/07/2023 St. Bernard’s 60th party weekend

17-20/08/2023 Eurohash - Baarlo, The Netherlands at 
The Dutch Castle de Berckt – Full 

25-28/08/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire 

08-10/03/2024  Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand 
https://www.interhash2024.com/   

BRIGHTON & SOUTH DOWNS CAMRA BRANCHES 

2023 ALE TRAIL - GATWICK AlePort 90

As mentioned in the last issue and on hash nights, we are 
again taking part in the local summer ale trail. Full details 
on page 5, but a reminder please to hares to refer to the 
pubs list and, if possible pick your venue from the 
participating venues. 

And keep your eyes and ears open for upcoming CRAFT 
hashes for bonus pub ticking opportunities!

Once complete we will send the passports off together and 
arrange hash overprinting of the shirts. On on!

HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES

and upcoming haberhash sale 
reminder to please contribute to the memorial stile for one of our founder hashers, Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton 

who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere
, scene of r*n #1 back in June 1978. You can contribute either by giving money 

transferring funds into the Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment 
-72 / 31893463) 

We are still considering the best location and most effective way to hold a t-shirt sale to raise additional funds, as well 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 
Meeting, known in hash parlance as an AGPU (they’re usually short and sweet, let’s get to the beer!).

ononononononononononononononononon 

On July 8th I turn 60. My intention is to hit it with enough 
momentum I am sure of coming out the other side. So there is 
a party planned if you want to join me for any/ all o
please do. The party will not be at Saddlescombe but at a farm 
in Poynings. There is not a big enough barn at Saddlescombe 
for the ceilidh. At Poynings we will have camping; 2 pubs in 
easy walking distance, a barn big enough to get us all under 
cover.   
The Plan is (I use that word very loosely):
Friday 7th July afternoon/ evening
bring own food to cook on them. Hopefully there will be 
enough folkies gathered in one place and a session or 
something will just happen and run on till late.
Saturday 8th July, 10:00am - There will be a HASH run for 
those who want to, or just a walk and possible pub lunch.

I am sorting some workshops probably Lindy Hop, a social couples folk dance, possibly Morris dancing of 
ort; or alternatively just sit around in the sun drinking playing/listening and watching the world go round.

hope to get a caterer on site for anyone who wants to, to buy food from. Followed at 8:00 pm by a Ceilidh 
that till late. 

get up sort yourselves out and leave. 
I have sorted 6 casks of ale covering the full colour range from blond and hoppy to dirty black and wonderful. Which will be 
available on an honesty donation basis at £1 a pint. and a selection of soft drinks. If you want to drink anything different, 
then bring it yourself (If you don't want to be drinking out of flimsy plastics then bring a glass or tankard).
awaiting confirmation from Mark the farmer but one of his two barns in Poynings area, I will confirm when I know.

I already have far too much stuff so no presents at all! If you must, then bring drink or food to put on the 
bar for all to share. If you want any other information then ask me, but basically it is a mini folk festival for me and friends.

see full list of events being attended by 

Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes: 

18/06/2023    Wessex H3 Summer Camp 

Funny French Weekend at the Kirks near 
cancelled due to lack of interest. 

St. Bernard’s 60th party weekend  

Baarlo, The Netherlands at 

UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire  

ash Queenstown, New Zealand - 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:

GM  Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood

On-Sec Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick

Webfart Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle

Hare Raiser Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

RA’s Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King

 Scott ‘Nasty Nips

   John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Hash Cash Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

Hash Trash  John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Haberhash Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland

Hash Horn  Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer

SDW relay  Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

Hashtorian David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans

Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-

Hash awards Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

 Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

Think you can do better or just want to be 

a contribution? Please let any of the above know and an 

AGPU will be arranged shortly!

BRIGHTON & SOUTH DOWNS CAMRA BRANCHES  

GATWICK AlePort 90 

As mentioned in the last issue and on hash nights, we are 
t in the local summer ale trail. Full details 

on page 5, but a reminder please to hares to refer to the 
pubs list and, if possible pick your venue from the 

And keep your eyes and ears open for upcoming CRAFT 
ng opportunities! 

Once complete we will send the passports off together and 
arrange hash overprinting of the shirts. On on! 

NOTICES 

of our founder hashers, Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton 
who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere in the Devil’s 

money in his name at the next hash, 
funds into the Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment 

shirt sale to raise additional funds, as well 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 

s get to the beer!). 

On July 8th I turn 60. My intention is to hit it with enough 
momentum I am sure of coming out the other side. So there is 
a party planned if you want to join me for any/ all of it then 
please do. The party will not be at Saddlescombe but at a farm 
in Poynings. There is not a big enough barn at Saddlescombe 
for the ceilidh. At Poynings we will have camping; 2 pubs in 
easy walking distance, a barn big enough to get us all under 

The Plan is (I use that word very loosely): 
Friday 7th July afternoon/ evening - Turn up, BBQ will be lit, 
bring own food to cook on them. Hopefully there will be 
enough folkies gathered in one place and a session or 

run on till late. 
There will be a HASH run for 

those who want to, or just a walk and possible pub lunch. 
I am sorting some workshops probably Lindy Hop, a social couples folk dance, possibly Morris dancing of 

ort; or alternatively just sit around in the sun drinking playing/listening and watching the world go round. 
. Followed at 8:00 pm by a Ceilidh 

I have sorted 6 casks of ale covering the full colour range from blond and hoppy to dirty black and wonderful. Which will be 
of soft drinks. If you want to drink anything different, 

then bring it yourself (If you don't want to be drinking out of flimsy plastics then bring a glass or tankard). Exact location 
Poynings area, I will confirm when I know. 

I already have far too much stuff so no presents at all! If you must, then bring drink or food to put on the 
it is a mini folk festival for me and friends. 

On On, St. Bernard (Charlie)    

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who: 

Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood 

Don’ Elwick 

Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle 

Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King 

Nasty Nips’ Heckle 

John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland 

Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans 

-It, Baby’ Morfitt 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons  

Think you can do better or just want to be involved in making 

a contribution? Please let any of the above know and an 

AGPU will be arranged shortly! 



AAARRRTTT   ooorrr   PPPOOORRRNNN   pppaaarrrttt   111   ---   ppprrrooobbbaaabbblllyyy   aaarrrttt:::   
After Council killjoys order the removal of Jodie Kidd’s cheeky pub sign at the Half Moon Kirdford, because it showed 
her backside, we examine the difference between art and porn (see last issue page 5 and news page this issue).    

 



REHASHING with Bouncer 
2307 Duke of York, Sayers Common – Not normally open Mondays, but having used this pub for a 
W&NK hash, Angel discovered they would be able to host us lunchtime on the May bank holiday, 
necessitating an early kick off.  That had an effect on numbers so it was a select crowd, equally split 
between r*nners and wa*kers, gathered at the start to hear her and Roaming Pussy’s chalk talk, 
which included the words ‘sip stop’ so all other advice was lost, although mud may have been 
mentioned! [for a previous Angel trail go to YouTube and key in “Five Miles of Mud” or copy link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIk86Qc6p2M]. Starting with a check, some of us naturally 
went wrong, but diligently overtook the late arriving AnneRKey to circumnavigate the kiddies play 
area popping out just behind the late arriving SCB’ing AnneRKey! Heading down Reeds Lane, a 
cunningly complex check in the field meant the wa*kers were keeping up easily, as we headed 

northish, then west to cross Twineham Lane. We continued west to Great Wapses farm before making a U-turn to return on a parallel 
trail just a few yards north of the outwards route, giving several options for the wa*kers to SCB the prolific mud (we were warned!). 
Arriving at the excellent sip stop (seems an age since we last sampled Roamings cheesy feet!) very close to the finish, circle up was 
called to reward our hares on a cunning route. New boot was next called for Just Simon, who argued that he’d r*n with us before, but 
he’d made the schoolboy error of polishing his wellies so that you could see your face in them, and leaving the impression that his 
boots were new! Next up we had the disorganised triplet of One Erection, Dynorod and AnneRKey, none of whom had managed to 
register with varying excuses, but the latter had quite a day, falling in the first field, then announcing that she was taking her top off, 
which curtailed any checking by the male element as they held back for the show! Shirker was another in trouble for trying to get 
Trouble in trouble for shirking the fishook, but Trouble put herself down as a runner, started walking, kept bursting into speed, then 
took the walkers short-cut. Make up your mind woman! And finally Flashing Johnny, true to EG form, immediately started walking as 
soon as runners returned at another fishhook. And so to the pub to drink to another great hash! 

 
2310 Abergavenny Arms, Rodmell – Just 7 weeks after our last visit we were back at the 
Abergavenny for our hares first trail after I pressed Shirker for a pub on that previous 
occasion, to which he responded, “I know this area pretty well, I’ll do it from here!” You 
never know what to expect with virgin hares, but the words ‘sip stop’ rang true as we set off 
up Mill Lane for a brutal start, tempered by the joyous sight of FRB’s returning from the 
fishhook at the top! Heading south and down the pack was in good shape at the next check, 
but we now had the long drag of the farm track back to the Lewes Road where those in touch 
were advised that the farmer was aware of the forlorn calf. Unfortunately, some were still 
returning from the wrong direction, didn’t get the message, and couldn’t leave him on his 
own, so Hash Gomi ran all the way back to the farmhouse, while I endeavoured to make 
contact with the pack by phone. On the 3rd attempt to reach someone a slightly exasperated 
KIU responded reluctantly, being off trail himself at the time, but when he reached pack he 
called again to say the farmer knew, and that they wouldn’t bother including us in the 
fishhooks! Wait, what? That’s what they’re for you rotten swine (pl.). So much of the trail, 
down to Southease, on to the river, north up the bank and back up to the sip stop, where 
finally we caught up, was just the two of us with HG suffering his extra mile, while I diligently 
attempted to incorporate all the fishhooks you buggers missed! The sip in Monks House car 

park, was quite excellent, thanks to Mudlarks retirement beer, despite the ribbing we were now getting which I was happy to take given 
that Dangleberry was absent so RA duties fell on YT! And so, back to the pub via the field edge, we were soon diving into the excellent 
burger and pint deal before circle was called outside in an effort to finally finish Mudlarks beer off. Hares Shirley and Trusty (as spellcheck 
decided Shirker & Tripsy should be known) were duly congratulated on a fine initiation, before Mudlark was also congratulated on his 
retirement and thanked for the beer, which took a moment as his first action on retirement was to reach for the crutches having damaged 
his leg somehow. I love it when people educate you with absolute conviction , and are absolutely wrong! This happened twice tonight, 
starting with the first hill when Bushsquatter said, “Of course, Rodmell is famous as the 
place where Virginia Wade filled her pockets with stones before drowning herself in the 
river.” Surely Virginia Wade is alive and well, while Virginia Woolf of the Bloomsbury Set 
rests on the river bed for all eternity? This sat well with Knightriders proclamation that these 
Cow Slips along the river are looking amazing this year. We don’t really have that many 
flowers hitting our radar in sufficient quantities to require a sound knowledge of what they 
are, but Cow Parsley is one of them, and you failed, Kit! On the subject of cows, Gomi’s 
attempted rescue had to be noted, especially given the distance he covered and that he 
normally just materialises along trail and we rarely see him running, but there were those 
that knew we were behind and yet made no effort to see that we’d got the message! Enter 
stage right, Nasty Nips and Spreadsheet, with a special mention to the latter who, knowing 
Rebel’s preference for holding his beer, asked our well endowed barmaid if she’d got any 
jugs! If memory serves both Numpty nominations were in fact rewarded, which included Shirker, who played the gentleman by holding the 
gate for the girls, stepping back as they came through and receiving a high dose of formic acid from the fresh spring nettles. Keeps It Up 
was the ultimate taker for aforementioned fishhook etiquette, with a dose of tech on the hash for good measure. Let that be a lesson! And 
another lesson came as we closed circle, as our lovely barmaid came over and seemed genuinely hurt that we’d not requested pub beers 
for the circle, choosing instead to use our own, thus saving them money! Oh dear, we can’t win. Another great hash!  
For more great pictures from the hash, mainly fishhooks and caption competitions, follow the link to Bushsquatters album: 
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipN2_c2gt1EdFGON0NxEUC0XmYvbXPjHVHA2qu6qJVrD0qxNapIOyjlo5TdS8Pl9eA?key=NEluZ
XJkNVgtWnVDZUdUUjhwWFIzSThDNGFCd3B3  



CRAFT HASHING & CAMRA ALE TRAIL 
This year's Ale & Cider Trail, the 28th Annual event, starts on the 2nd of June and finishes on the 30th of 

September, taking in 40 Pubs around the area of the Brighton & South Downs Branch of CAMRA. 
The full list of participating pubs/clubs is shown below. Collect your passport and start the trail at any one of these locations 

from 2 June. This year it commemorates the 90th Anniversary of Commercial Operations at Gatwick Airport together with 

the “Spitfire Dray” deliveries of beer to the Normandy Beachhead after D-Day in June 1944 using Spitfire fighter aircraft 

equipped with the “Mark XXX Depth Charge” under-wing fittings. There are no records of beer delivery sorties originating 

from Gatwick, but who knows?  

Please note that, this year, there is no dedicated Cider Rider part of the Trail; Cider drinkers can participate by having a 

pint of Real Cider, where available, in any of the listed pubs; a Cider T-Shirt will be available as an alternative to the Trail 

T-shirt, as detailed in the centre pages of the Passport. There will be a Bus Tour to selected pubs on the 24th of June. 

Participating Pubs: 

Brighton - Basketmakers Arms; Brick; Brighton Bierhaus; Evening Star; Great 

Eastern; Haus on the Hill; Hole in the Wall; Maris & Otter; Prince Albert 

Burgess Hill - Quench Bar 

Clayton - Jack and Jill Inn 

Ditchling - White Horse 

Falmer - Swan Inn 

Firle - Ram Inn 

Hassocks - BN6 Craft Beer & Tap 

Haywards Heath - Hop Sun Taproom 

Henfield - Henfield Club; Old Railway 

Hove – Foghorn; Neptune Inn; Watchmaker's Arms 

Isfield - Laughing Fish 

Lewes - Black Horse; Brewers Arms; Elephant & Castle; Gardener's Arms; 

John Harvey Tavern; Kings Head; Lewes Arms; Royal Oak 

Newick - Crown Inn 

Portslade by Sea - Stags Head Inn; Stanley Arms 

Ringmer - Anchor Inn 

Seaford - Old Boot Inn; Steamworks 

Shoreham-by-Sea - Duke of Wellington; Piston Broke 

Southwick - Southwick Beer Engine 

Wivelsfield Green - Cock Inn 

As previously mentioned, it would be helpful if hares could choose their pub venues from the above list to make it an 
experience for everybody, and we will send off the passports en masse and get the t-shirts overprinted as in past years. 
Aside from that we will try and have a few CRAFT hash pub crawls to hit several pubs in one session.  
Suggested dates are as follows: 
July 14

th
 or 21

st
 – Friday evening  pub crawl around Lewes (8 pubs available) 

August 19
th

 – Day time cycle crawl around Hove (3); Portslade (2); Southwick (1); and Shoreham (2) 
September 22

nd
 – Friday evening  pub crawl around Brighton (9 pubs available). 

Obviously it won’t be possible to visit every pub, but as you only need 20 stamps to secure a free t-shirt, it’s not 
necessary either! This has always been a fun undertaking and we have lots of new folk in the hash since our last trail in 
2018, so please join in as much as possible, and collect a passport to visit pubs outside of hash times too. On on! 

 ononononononononononononononononon 

Imagine life =without= BEER. Now slap yourself and never do it again! 

 
I went to the pub and asked if they did cash back. “Yes we do”, replied the barmaid.  

“Good”, I said. “Can I have the £40 I spent here last night please? The wife’s going fucking mental!” 



REHASHING - Dangleberry goes on 

Run 2308 The Fountain Inn, Plumpton Green – The sinning Crown Jewels were on display at this 
Coronation Hash, coming just two days after the crowning of Chas+Cami. Indeed one would expect better 
of the regally-titfered tribe, numbering a plump 30, that gathered at this esteemed country pub. There 
ensued some debate as to whether a tiara was a crown, and so qualifying for hare’s crown-exemption from 
fish-hooking, according proclamation from their hashnesses Clown Prince Cliffbanger and Clown Princess 
Bushsquatter. The internet tends toward a ‘tiara being a type of crown, worn predominantly by women’. 
Though had nothing to say on whether an oversized thistle with a few goggle eyes stuck on, qualified. 
Etiquette usually demands a 7pm on-out. Though this Coronation Bank Hol allowed for an hour’s earlier 
out, and thus the light to appreciate the area’s fine countryside. Or should that be shiggy-slide, 
encountering first along snook W into grassy 
fields passing ponds NW, before switchback 
E to circle woodland anticlock, to thence 
spike N, before dipping S. No wonder some 

hashers were disoriented sufficient to topple, notably Nasty Nips, who in 
covering himself in shiggy must surely be contender for a Faller Of The Year 
award at Xmas hash. It was around this spot that the numerous chopper stiles 
debuted DD-earning mishaps. Firstly Lily The Pink, nearly chopping off Angel’s 
hand. And then a stile later, Hash Gomi dropping a chopper on poor You 
Stupid Bastard’s furry head :-/ Affording further DD ammo was the stile’s 
partner-in-crime, the pedestrian-swing-gate, that saw Bouncer swinging on 
the hash. And then compound the sin by remarking ‘I might struggle to 
squeeze it in’. So that’s the Pampas Grass club off the cards! Ostensibly, the 
swinging was to demonstrate shiggy avoidance, and the remark was about 
Boggy Shoe article shoe-horning, though never let the truth… Dog-legging SW 
past Dean’s Farm, trail exited N along Streat Ln, before turning W then S through woodland. Scene or thereabouts of DD-earning regroup 
run-thru by lead-sinner LTP, supported by accomplices NN, Shoots Of Early, and Just Jeremy. With LTP’s cited crown-exemption in-
admissable, as it was a regroup, not a fishhook. Indeed erroneously called so by Angel, and so earning DD too. And these weren’t the only 
navigational sins granted DD, as BH7 had to pull up Wessex H3 visitor Circus Boy, for premature fishhooking. And Roaming Pussy had to pull 
up Psychlepath, for observed pre-hash driving away from rather than toward the pub. Back on-trail, pack passed under the Wivelsfield-to-
Lewes railway line, turning SW toward Marchant’s Farm, scene of some DD-worthy equestrian/bovine action: First Angel, expressing concern 
that the 3 horses there might nibble Dangleberry’s thistle hat. And then newcomer Just Lou remarking ‘those horses have unusual neighs!’, 
in response to some unseen moos. A distinction established at circle, when Lou was asked to mimic the sound she heard, and the pack were 
invited to raise hands for horse and thence cow, the latter winning the motion. Even the hares didn’t escape the cloven action, as SCB’ing 

across a field saw HRH CP Cliffbanger chased by a herd of cows. Re-crossing 
Streat Ln, trail turned NE before heading E and circling Elmgrove Farm, to head N 
back under the railway, then E joining Riddens Ln and the welcome sight of our 
Coronation Sip Stop of ample beers and crisps. During, HRH CP Bushsquatter was 
engaged with some lengthy tech-on-hash, as she took an urgent call. While 
Bouncer earned DD for suspected ulterior motive, in offering to carry back 
sipstop excess beerage, then partaking enroute. On-inn were dog-legs SE via the 
Plumpton Green burbs+snooks, and the rather pretty train station with 
pedestrian overbridge views over the racecourse. Before a straight NE along 
Station Rd, back to the pub. Where after the usual refreshment+sustenance, the 
latter arriving with majestic sloth, circle was called mid-nosh to award the 
above+below mentioned DD’s. Though not before genuflecting to our regal 
hares, while being unafraid to speak truth-to-

power by informing the sip wasn’t where the w*lkers map said. Right-royally-welcomed were virgin Just 
Lou, visitor Circus Boy, and returnee Tony The Albanian, from Macedonia. TTA said next time he’d be 
more badly behaved to make good on receiving DD. Earlier, Lou had remarked she was changing into 
socks, HG queried ‘just socks?’, but decorum was preserved by our newcomer continuing to sport an 
African print green dress with green facepaint and tiara to complete Shrek’s Princess Fiona love-interest 
look. Only slightly diminished by odd socks. HG for his part received DD for earlier espousing Cash Is King, 
whereas infact Chas Is King. And joining HG in DD was Ride It Baby, for her lastmin adorning with BH7 pink 
collapsible cup crown, with fetchingly matched pink sweatband tiara. Lastly, it was Hairy Dog Brewery 
numpty mug awardee Shirker Ninezing’s gift to award, selecting other half Tripsy Daisy for actually 
dropping a chopper on his hand. TD, after some spillage fumbles, managed to grasp snout. SN fortunately 
could still grasp pint, so with circle closed in customary fashion, we joined SN in getting gilded. 

oneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneoneone 

 
  



THE WORLD GOES SLIGHTLY CORONATION CRAZY 

 
The internet captions the pictures… 

 
When you miss with the outfit: 

 
Royal interest rises as Bank Holiday announced: 

 
Apparently King Charles farted at a crucial point of the ceremony. But everyone ignored it as noble gases don’t cause a reaction! 

King Charles has announced that Buckingham Palace will only use environmentally friendly energy. The Crown Joules. 
In B&Q yesterday I asked the assistant ‘Do you have any Jubilee Clips?’ ’Sorry, no, but we have some footage of the Coronation!’ 

Now that he’s king, Charles is selling his Royal Towel. Anybody want to buy a heir dryer? 



REHASHING - Dangleberry goes on on… 

Run 2309 Ruby Pub and Hotel, formerly the Hikers Rest – A rather excellent, 
varied and feature-rich trail did Nasty Nips gift us, on only his second haring. 
Choosing the Ruby, a neighbourhood pub of battleship proportions, painted 
appropriately in battleship grey. After comprehensive chalk talk, our hare bid the 
pack W up Park Rd then Close, to take overgrown snook S out to Wild Park, 
skirting the Coldean burbs to re-enter onto Highfields. Before heading N to curve 
NW to Reeves Hill, scene of the evening’s first DD-earning sin: A 3-way check 
included an exceedingly steep chalky ascent to gate, which proved false. And at 
on-back call, caused Lily The Pink’s off-the-lead You Stupid Bastard aka Bentley 
to descend slithering and sprawling in a heap upon the road :-/ And that wasn’t 
the only doggy sprawl, as just a short distance on, headed NE via Nanson Rd and 
Ashburnham Dr, Little Swinger concluded a true trail alley false, erroneously 
heading back and on stepped exit, tripping, apparently at the sight of St Bernard. 
That earned her DD, without even the appeasement of a swing, trail passing oh-
so-near to a fine example, that miss earning NN DD. And then we had Circus Boy 

performing slaloming of bollards worthy of a Crufts Hero Dog, earning him DD for ‘trying-too-hard’. Back on-trail, the alley was exited 
via garages to Twyford Rd and Ingham Dr. Crossing Hawkhurst Rd, it was snooks N to Selham Close+Dr, heading E to pass St Mary 
Magdalene church, a flint barn till 1955. A short leg N up Coldean Ln, and then we out into countryside, ascending path NE to bridge the 
A27 bypass, snaking up through Stanmer’s Great Wood, to enter the park and pass the house and round the church. Notable for having 
a donkey wheel akin to Saddlescombe Farm’s, and also for hosting several episodes of Mr Bean. And if the two are unrelated, that’s a 
sorely missed opportunity! Headed N through the village, the Stanmer city limits saw trail ascend E to Grubbings wood, scene of NN’s 
second DD-earning sin, namely on-the-fly conversion of summit regroup to fishhook 6. The already summitted considered it 
inapplicable, as they hadn’t passed fishhook, rather it materialised. And talking of flies, both Ann R Key and Bonking Queen reported 
on-trail ‘flies in the mouth’. One even swallowed. Though they weren’t divulging whom, so both were awarded DD. Next, it was fine 
elevated traverse SE, to briefly enter Stanmer Wood, before descending to exit the park beside the pavilion. Heading E along University 
Wy, trail was found S through the bypass tunnel to Falmer station. Though not before Ride It Baby committed SCB transgression by 
bounding up the steps, rather than take the arrowed snaking path. With hare making clear distinction between this DD-earning 
unofficial SCB, and the railway overbridge official SCB where hare permitted steps instead of ramp. Heading W beside the railway, it 
was underbridged to Woollards Wy, as was the Lewes Rd Flyover, to enter South Downs National Park woodland bordering the road. 
Though not before our hare pokered that we’d again crossed the bypass, and so wouldn’t we need to un-cross? But we’d crossed just 
the flyover, and were actually on-inn. Where after the usual refreshment+sustenance, circle was called, first welcoming returnees 
Blonde Vixen and Silver Fox. Before 1E drew the pack’s attention to a Kemptown Charles Street Tap Great Escape poster, featuring two 
gentlemen bearing uncanny resemblance to our Local Knowledge and Not So Fast, billing the pair as DILF’s, ahem. Following DD’s, 
Numpty was awarded to BQ for arriving to host a children’s party on the wrong day, thus gracing us not them with a delightful 
watermelon outfit in colours mirroring the green checks with pink mark-thru’s in which NN daubed this accomplished trail. 

onononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Muppets of the month 
Holly Willoughby, Philip Schofield and Gino de Campo were walking over a bridge when Holly tripped and got her head 

stuck in the railings. Without a sideways glance, Gino pulls aside her G-string and shags her senseless. 

He stands back and says to Schofield, “Your turn”. Philip bursts into tears and says, “My head won’t fit in the railings” 

 
Breaking News: Philip Schofield has left ITV but will soon be appearing on Dave. Dave is 15 and currently taking his GCSE’s. 

 



Re-cycling the Conservative party after the local elections:  
Politicians and nappies have one thing in common. They should both be changed regularly and for the same reason. 

 
Politics is supposed to be the second oldest profession. I have come to realize that it bears a very close resemblance to the first. 

 
What happens if a politician drowns in a river? That is pollution. What happens if all of them drown? That is solution!!!  

 
Politician : One who shakes your hand before elections and your Confidence after.  

 
Sign on the back of a Septic Tank Truck: "Caution - this truck is full of Political Promises." 



IN THE NEWS 

PUT YOUR TIPPLES AWAY 
Jodie Kidd’s Half Moon pub sign showing her naked bottom banned by council killjoys 

Grant Rollings 18 May 2023 

EX-model Jodie Kidd was ordered by killjoy council officials to take down the 
cheeky new sign for her Half Moon pub — because it showed her backside. 
The 44-year-old landlady and TV star appeared naked from behind in the 
painting, which was put up in front of the 16th century boozer. Jodie replaced the 
traditional image of a face in a crescent moon with the racier one. The amusing play 
on the name was supposed to help raise money for charity at the pub in 
Kirdford, West Sussex. But village locals did not see the funny side. 
Jodie, who has co-owned the pub for seven years, told The Sun: “We had to take it 
down because we received too many complaints. It was really sad. Villagers thought it 
wasn’t fitting for a 16th century pub to have an arse hanging out. They complained and 
the council told us to take it down.” 
The Half Moon was one of a dozen traditional pubs to have their signs reimagined 
with a raunchy twist by the Stella Artois: The Pub Renaissance campaign. The original 
artwork featuring Jodie’s own “half moon” was auctioned off alongside several 
copies in aid of Hospitality Action, which supports anyone in the industry. Jodie said: “The campaign was there to raise 
money for people in the industry suffering as a result of rising energy bills. I was proud to be part of the campaign. If they 
didn’t understand it was for charity and helping the hospitality industry, then I’m sure they were thinking ‘why is our 
landlady getting her butt cheeks out?’ They must have thought ‘she’s gone completely mad’.” 

onononononononononononononononononononononononon    

 
So that Rolf Harris’s grave cannot be interfered with he has been buried at sea.  

The exact location hasn’t been revealed but apparently it’s between 2 little buoys. 

 
Can’t believe Rolf Harris has died at 93. I was hoping he’d get to be a hundred so we could call him a centipede. 

 
Frank Lampards hope of becoming the first manager to get two teams demoted in one year fails after he joins Chelsea too late in the season. 



For the unaware, there is a slight difference between private schools and comprehensives in Britain. The Department of Education 

has realised this and has revised the secondary Maths Exam papers accordingly. 

Attached are the most recent maths exam papers for your reference. 

MATHS TEST FOR COMPREHENSIVES 

Name _____________________________ 

Nickname__________________________ 

Gang Name________________________ 

1. Simon has 0.5 kilos of cocaine. If he sells an 8 ball to Matt for 300 quid and 90 grams to Ollie for 90 quid, what is the street value 

of the rest of his hold? 

2. Damon pimps 3 bitches. If the price is GBP40 a ride, how many jobs per day must each bitch perform to support Damon's 

GBP500 a day coke habit? 

3. Crackster wants to cut the kilo of cocaine he bought for 7,000 quid to make a 20% profit. How many grams of Strychnine will he 

need? 

4. Trev got 6 years for murder. He also got GBP350,000 for the hit. If his common law wife spends GBP33,100 per month, how 

much money will be left when he gets out? 

Extra Credit Bonus: How much more time will Trev get for killing the slapper that spent his money? 

5. If an average can of spray paint covers 22 square metres and the average letter is 1 square metre, how many letters can be sprayed 

with eight fluid ounce cans of spray paint with 20% extra paint free? 

6. Liam steals Jordan's skateboard. As Liam skates away at a speed of 35mph, Jordan loads his brother's Armalite. If it takes Jordan 

20 seconds to load the gun, how far will Liam have travelled when he gets whacked? 
 
MATHS TEST FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

Name___________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 (If longer please continue on a separate sheet) 

School _______________________________________________ 

Daddy's/Mummy's Company ____________________________ 

1. Harry smashes up the old man's car, causing x amount of damage and killing 3 people. The old man asks his local Chief 

Constable to intervene in the court system, then forges his insurance claim and receives a payment of y. The difference between x 

and y is three times the life insurance settlement for the three dead people. What kind of car is Harry driving now? 

2. Fiona's personal shopper decides to substitute generic and own-brand products for the designer goods favoured by her employer. 

In the course of a month she saves the price of a return ticket to Fiji and Fiona doesn't even notice the difference. Is she thick or 

what? 

3. Tristram fancies the arse off a certain number of debutants, but he only has enough Rohypnol left to render 33.3% unconscious. If 

he has 14 tablets of Rohypnol, how is he ever going to shag the other two thirds? 

4. If Verity throws up 4 times a day for a week she can fit into a size 8 Versace. If she only throws up 3 times a day for two weeks, 

she has to make do with a size 10 Dolce & Gabbana. How much does liposuction cost? 

5. Henry is unsure about his sexuality. Three days a week he fancies women. On the other days he fancies men, ducks and vacuum 

cleaners. However he only has access to the Hoover every third week. When will he stand for parliament? 

onononononononononononononononononononononononon 

What they didn’t show you on the 99 channels with nothing on: 

       



      

AAARRRTTT   ooorrr   PPPOOORRRNNN   pppaaarrrttt   222   ---   ppprrrooobbbaaabbblllyyy   pppooorrrnnn:::   

   

 


